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It’s no use shutting the stable door after the horse has bolted.
English proverb
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Derek had a look around. Not even the smallest cloud was in the clear blue
springtime sky. The first bees of the year were refreshing themselves on the
wild thyme. An idyllic, pastoral scene: only the lean, tall building with its
smokestack seemed totally out of place.

Figure 10.1 Abandoned Copper Mine on the Copper Coast, Waterford County, Ireland

The lady who owned the B&B had told him that this area—now mainly
inhabited by sheep—was an important copper-mining region barely 200
years ago. The hillside ruin with the grey plasterwork was the engine house of
an abandoned copper mine. Due to dropping prices, copper mining in Waterford county became unattractive back in Victorian times, but maybe the
operating companies should have just waited one century.
During the last couple of years, prices for copper had gone through the roof.
Between 2010 and 2012, quotations had reached an all-time high. Copper
had become so valuable that in 2013 German Telecom had started to mark
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even subterrestrial copper cables with artificial DNA, trying to scare off
thieves. Plant pots made of copper were no longer safe from theft outside the
house.

왘 Companies that handle raw materials or finished/semifinished products that are not inventoried individually, like traditional retail products are

Embezzling copper and converting it into cash did not seem to be a new idea.
Visiting an Australian museum, Derek once read that stealing copper was
one of the crimes for which people could get deported to the red continent.
Maybe the penalties were that drastic as an attempt to frighten off potential
wrongdoers.

Such firms face particular difficulties when attempting to identify fraud
in a timely manner. And the longer it takes to identify, the harder it is to
stop the problem at its source.

Nowadays, not only copper cables but also the data flowing through them
could get stolen; in parallel, deterrents for that crime has also evolved. The
consulting firm MSLE that Derek worked with for a couple of years operated
some server farms in Switzerland for a number of major domestic and foreign banks. Seven months ago, one of his colleagues (the one always taking
the last tea bag without telling anybody or going shopping) had sold the
account details of a well-known German politician to tax-fraud investigators. Today, this same man—provided with a new identity and a decent
financial cushion—resides on the Marquesas Islands.

In developing countries, utility companies frequently deal with lots of small
thieveries. People without a permanent address tap into power lines to use
power with no meter, no bill, and no payment. In the past, it has taken up to
nine months to identify patterns indicative of such fraud—and by that time
the perpetrators have often moved on and can no longer be apprehended for
criminal prosecution.

Understandably, this episode had roused some of the rich and powerful and
with them their banking partners. To rebuild its own reputation, MSLE felt
the need to implement new software that would prevent such dishonorable
activities (“dishonorable” referring to denunciation, not to tax evasion).
The new solution analyzes certain properties (not specified) of employees,
their activities in social networks, such as Xing or LinkedIn, and—insofar as
the company’s network was used for that—even their email communication
and their surfing behavior on the Internet. These analyses have become the
basis for defining risk-detection strategies that are said to have a hit rate of
more than 90%.
Companies
particularly at risk

Detecting Fraud Automatically

Fraud detection is an ongoing challenge; a typical organization loses 5%
of its revenues to fraud each year—a staggering amount. Although this is
problematic for all organizations, three types of businesses are more at
risk and affected than others:
왘 Companies with geographically dispersed operations
왘 Companies that manage valuable materials
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Utilities companies are just one example. Heavy industries (such as mining and steel) experience creative theft of supplies such as fuel, which
is siphoned off from the tanks of transport trucks and resold on the black
market.
SAP HANA helps detect such problems in real time. Its super-high performance creates the basis for new IT solution approaches that assist
governance organizations within the company to align quickly to new
fraud patterns and to adapt to changing behaviors. The benefits of such
solutions are clear:
왘 Faster identification of genuine fraud cases
왘 Fewer false positive hits on innocent patterns
왘 More thorough documentation for law enforcement
왘 Improved revenues and margins
Once we have clarified some key terms, we will discuss a practical example. We’ll include some numbers to give you cross-industry and industry-specific ideas about the size of the problem and the costs arising due
to fraudulent activities. Finally, and independently from SAP HANA, we
present a functional solution approach and explain its potential benefits
and its impact on shareholder value. The last section discusses how such
a functional approach could be implemented using SAP HANA.
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10.1

What Does Fraud Management Mean?

In English, irregularities like the ones discussed in this chapter are often
referred to as fraud; applications like the ones discussed here are called
fraud-management solutions. Therefore, we would first like to clarify
what exactly it is that we are considering to be fraud.
Quite often, fraud is related to cheating; the term does, however, also
comprise criminal activities that might involve counterfeiting, confidence tricks, defalcation, and (to a certain extent) our examples regarding electrical energy or copper—that is, classic theft.
The legal definitions of fraud differ from country to country. Strictly
speaking, fraud is related to misrepresenting facts or misleading people
to them do or forebear something for one’s own advantage. Fraud often
includes the falsification of documents (for example, work reports,
accounting documents, or contracts).
The UK Fraud Act of 2006 defines the following kinds of fraud:
왘 Fraud by false representation, in which a person makes “any representation as to fact or law ... express or implied” that they know to be
untrue or misleading.
왘 Fraud by failing to disclose information, in which a person fails to disclose any information to a third party when they are under a legal
duty to disclose such information.
왘 Fraud by abuse of position, in which a person occupies a position in
which they are expected to safeguard the financial interests of another
person and abuses that position; this includes cases in which the
abuse consists of an omission rather than an overt act.
Embezzlement and
abuse of trust

Taking and giving
bribes

Looking at them from a criminal law perspective, many of the offenses at
which fraud management is targeted are probably considered embezzlement or abuse of trust.
As with embezzlement, bribery is often related to misuse of power.
Bribes might be requested for planning permissions, or a person’s position in a business might be used to endow friends and family with orders
instead of awarding them to the most suitable suppliers. If money is
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involved as well, then the legal term for this is usually something like
“taking and giving bribes in commercial practice.”
Quite often, fraud, theft, embezzlement, and bribery go hand in hand.
For the purposes of this book, fraud is meant to cover fraud in the narrower sense, as well as forgery, unlawful appropriation, theft, embezzlement, abuse of trust, and taking and giving bribes.
SAP Fraud Management, the solution discussed in this chapter, comprises fraud detection and downstream activities (for example, adequate
and orderly documentation for law enforcement or triggering appropriate follow-up activities, such as blocking payments in accounting or
banking-related systems). This chapter’s sample scenario focuses on
detecting theft.

10.1.1

Focus: detecting
fraud

Corruption in Purchasing: Caffeine Withdrawal and
Exploding Coffee Machines

Imagine the coffee break room for the purchasing team of a large organization. The productivity of the organization has recently been less than
optimal; employees are complaining that this is because they are insufficiently caffeinated. Despite a new contract with a coffee vendor, there
are rarely sufficient supplies, and the coffee machines often malfunction.
In fact, last week one of them exploded, scalding an employee and leading to a workman’s compensation claim.

Caffeine shortage
in the break room

A thirsty whistle-blower sends an anonymous report to the internal
ombudsman, claiming that Terry in the purchasing organization is
responsible. In particular, the whistle-blower asserts that Terry is a
member of the same football club as the supplier, Carl’s Caffeine, and
thus might have a conflict of interest; he chose Carl’s Caffeine not
because of his ability to deliver but rather to help out his friend.

Internal audit team
investigating

In addition, the tipster suspects that the exploding coffee machine might
be due to Terry purchasing used equipment; he suggests that someone
should investigate whether that equipment met safety specifications and
was appropriately priced. Finally, he alleges that he has seen Terry pocketing coffee to take home for his family, leaving insufficient caffeine
infusions for the toiling masses in purchasing.

Safety problems as
a result of dodgy
deals
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10.1.2
Investigations
are often time
consuming

Detecting Irregularities with Hindsight

Prior to the advent of software-based fraud-detection systems, fraud
investigation was a labor-intensive and time-consuming process. Often,
corruption schemes could operate for months or years before being
detected, and such detection could be dependent on the hit-or-miss
strategies of luck or observant employees motivated to report suspicious
behavior.
In our fictional case presented previously, the investigation of Terry’s
suspected fraud would require onsite interviews, poring over many
paper-based invoices and other records, and observation from investigators. Such action is not only slow but also costly, and if fraud did not in
fact take place, then the impact on morale for the people who were
falsely accused could be significant.

Staring at the past

However, the primary problem in the past was precisely that the fraud
was in the past by the time it was discovered; the loss had already taken
place. Recovering funds after they are gone is far more difficult than preventing losses in the first place; safety issues—such as the exploding coffee machine, for example—were also discovered only after the damage
had been done. Although uncovering past abuses will always be essential
in a fully operating risk-management environment, most organizations
strive to bring detection into a real-time system to respond in a timelier
manner.

10.1.3 Detecting Irregularities in the Act
Catching
perpetrators redhanded is possible

As organizations have moved to automated systems for capturing data
and transactions related to multiple processes, including purchasing, it
has become much simpler to research suspected fraud.
In the example of our coffee caper, with a software-based system someone in the head office can easily research the volume of business going
to Carl’s Caffeine and compare it with past patterns with other vendors.
Alerts can be created to instantly notify a grievance officer, an investigator, an auditor, or a senior manager when a certain vendor is receiving
unusual treatment, such as faster payments. This brings fraud detection
more into the realm of the present; detecting issues becomes more effective if it happens quickly.
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Investigator/Auditor
In this chapter, we use investigator and auditor synonymously. By auditor we
mean specifically—regardless of local technical or legal terms—internal
auditors.

However, for the purposes of our example, additional data sources
beyond the purchasing system would be necessary to help enable realtime fraud detection. Integration with external sources, such as the roster of the local football club, the complaints-handling documentation for
the break room, or the safety-incident reporting system, would all be
valuable data points for identifying patterns that might otherwise go
unnoticed. Nevertheless, the company would prefer to avoid stolen
goods and exploding coffee machines altogether. Thus, they might want
to invest in predicting incidents before they happen; they might want to
open a window into the future.

Relevant data from
various systems

10.1.4 Predicting Irregularities
From an organization’s perspective, it would be much better if the theft
of coffee and exploding coffee machines could be foreseen and prevented. One might, therefore, consider investing in a system that could
predict such events before they occur and thus open a window into the
future. Much like Amazon, which patented anticipatory shipping in January 2014, or the precogs mentioned in the introduction of this book,
there is value in predicting events before they occur.

Long-term vision:
predicting the
future

One of the most unfortunate aspects of fraud is how common it can be;
for most organizations it is a matter of when, not if. However, for each
cloud there is a silver lining, and the silver lining of the large numbers of
fraudulent incidents is that they provide a rich data source for modeling.
Using information from past, proven cases of fraud, organizations can
detect previously unknown patterns and so help prevent future losses.

Data for pattern
recognition

Pattern Recognition
Data from maintenance (SAP ERP PM), from supplier master data (SAP ERP
FI-AP/MM-PUR), or from site-access records might indicate a strong probability for irregularities if the following conditions are fulfilled:
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왘 Vendors have sold equipment for which three or fewer bids existed.
왘 The master records for these vendors were approved between the hours of
noon and 2:00 p.m. at the New York office.

왘 The sales personnel of these vendors visited our buyers onsite at least
once a week.
The next time an invoice is presented by a vendor who meets those criteria,
the system can flag the transaction for further investigation, stopping the payment until a risk-management expert decides that all is in order with both the
finances and the purchased product.
If the equipment in question is safety critical, such as our coffee machine, such
proactive action might not only save money but also protect life and limb.

10.2
Mining company
Iron Bug LLC

Scenario: Theft in a Surface-Mining Operation

Iron Bug (IB) LLC is a large, global mining company with multiple sites.
It has three surface mining locations: Alpha, Bravo, and Charlie. Each has
been producing iron ore for several years. The average operating costs
for supplies and materials at these locations has remained relatively
steady over time, ranging from 72 cents per metric ton of ore produced
to 83 cents per metric ton of production. These costs include food for the
dining operations, disposable safety supplies, such as dust masks and
respirators, office supplies, fuel for trucks and equipment, and even the
water that has to be trucked to the site.

10.3

Traditional Investigation Methods:
Costs, Risks, and Opportunities

Let’s take a look at the some of the costs, risks, and opportunities associated with traditional investigation methods.

Extraction costs
higher than usual

Traditional Investigation Methods: Costs, Risks, and Opportunities

Traditionally, such problems were approached manually at IB. Someone
in a senior position orders an inquiry or audit and appoints a resource to
dig into the records of the operation. This time-consuming process can
involve anything from a several-days-long walkthrough of the mine site
to extensive interviews with personnel to exhausting data analysis and
paperwork reviews.

Internal
investigations

In addition to on-site reviews, someone researching the cost increase
in the past might import purchasing and consumption data into a legacy tool, such as Microsoft Excel, and complete steps similar to the
following:

Manual data
acquisition and
analysis

왘 Check significance
Identify whether the difference in cost per ton between the sites is statistically significant at different points in time. When doing so, you
need to take into account operational differences among facilities and
locations.
왘 Identify drivers
Which elements have changed at the site that might account for the
difference? One approach might be to ascertain the proportions over
time. For example, if fuel was consistently 12% of the overall costs
prior to the increase and it is now 24%, then that is very informative.
On the other hand, if all of the costs have gone up equally, then that
might be indicative of a different root cause.
왘 Uncover causes
For each of the elements that have increased, analyze the causes of the
rise.
Although the general approach outlined here is sound, following it via a
manual process is fraught with problems:

10.3.1 Problem: Inexplicable Increase of Extraction Costs

왘 Effort (time)
A large investment of time is necessary for onsite investigations, to
identify the correct data sources, to import, to preprocess, and to further process data.

Mysteriously, the cost per ton at the Alpha location has been steadily
creeping upwards. It eventually hits 89 cents per ton, far above the corporate goal of not more than 79 cents.

왘 Inaccuracy
Inevitable human error introduced during the import or analysis process can lead to inaccurate investigations that may lead to false accu-
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sations against innocent parties, ineffective oversight of true fraud
cases, and a waste of investigative resources.
왘 Proprietary knowledge
Once the investigation is completed, the insights gained during the
research are typically isolated and available only on a single computer
or via the professional experience of the investigator. Rarely are the
patterns detected available for widespread use in finding similar
future cases.

Traditional Investigation Methods: Costs, Risks, and Opportunities

10.3

왘 They stay in compliance with complex international regulations.
왘 The goods and services that are bought are the best ones from a technical and commercial perspective and are provided at reasonable
prices.
Ideally, businesses also want to do all of this proactively, moving from a
culture of fraud discovery to one of fraud prevention.

10.3.3 Numerical Example
10.3.2 Break Room versus Heavy Industry
Detecting fraud in a heavy industry such as mining is considerably
more complicated than detecting fraud in a company’s coffee break
room. Furthermore, fraud can occur not only in purchasing, but in any
area of business.
Broadening the
break room
example

Safety is a key
aspect

Imagine that instead of there being one small, contained environment in
a single building, operations are spread out over thousands of miles and
often in countries that have endemic corruption. Instead of a handful of
local vendors, operators have thousands of choices from a global web of
thousands of suppliers, many of whom in turn have suppliers of their
own.
In our coffee example, the primary risk was burns from an exploding coffee machine. In our mining example, obtaining faulty equipment or supplies can lead to far greater safety risks, including collapses from faulty
roof bolts, environmental damage created by unqualified contractors, or
inoperable lifesaving equipment, such as personal oxygen supplies.
Fortunately, the same concepts for detecting fraud in the past, present,
and future for our break room can apply to our mining example as well.
Just as caffeine enthusiasts want to ensure that they’re paying a fair price
for quality supplies made with reliable equipment, mining operators
also want to be sure of the following:
왘 The safety of employees and the local population are not threatened
by (unsuitable or inferior) equipment and services.
왘 They are making purchasing decisions based on what is best for the
business and supportive of long-term, sustainable growth.
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What is the true value of improving the fraud-management process?
Estimates vary, but it is clear that fraud engenders both financial and
morale costs in organizations.
According to a 2012 report from the Association of Certified Fraud
Examiners (ACFE), which focused on occupational fraud, a typical organization will lose 5% of its revenues to fraud each year—equivalent to
roughly $3.5 trillion if applied to the 2011 gross world product. Approximately half of those losses are never recovered at all, and fewer than
15% of victims are able to fully recover their losses.

Fraud in general

The same report indicated that the median loss to a mining organization
for a single instance of fraud is $500,000, with the majority of cases
involving some form of corruption. The median loss from a case of fraud
in the study was higher for mining than for any other industry (which is
why we chose mining for the scenario in this chapter).

Fraud in mining

A 2011 report from Transparency International echoed this concern:
according to their Bribe Payer’s Index, the mining industry is one of five
industries most likely to be impacted by bribery. Ernst & Young, in their
10th Global Fraud Survey, found that 47% of respondents from the mining industry indicated that corrupt practices were prevalent.
Many studies of fraud in the mining industry indicate that the remote
location of mining operations, in countries where political and socioeconomic risks are high, contributes to the fraud challenge faced by those
organizations. Transparency International publishes data on the perceived fraud risk in different countries; many of the highest-risk countries are precisely those in which valuable minerals are most likely to be
found. This chapter focuses on fraud risks in mining because fraud risk
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amplifies the other risks inherent to mining—namely, health and safety
risks, not only for the miners themselves but also for stakeholders in the
local communities. Equipment purchased from a vendor whose products
are not genuinely certified to mine-safety standards puts workers at risk.
Permits and inspections issued as a result of bribes—and not as a result
of proper inspection—can result in damage to the local environment and
can permanently destroy the reputation of the organization and result in
the loss of its license to operate.

10.3.4 Conclusion: Using New Technologies
Risks for
reputation

Detecting fraud
faster

Solution: Flexible Fraud Management Using a High-Performance Appliance

applications in mining or other heavy industries. A modern system that
detects suspicious cases can also be valuable for banks or insurance companies, in medical services, for manufacturers, or in public services.
You can find the solution SAP Fraud Management itself in more than just
one value map of SAP Solution Explorer.
Rather than looking at a specific industry route, you can access it via the
Browse by Technology section of SAP Solution Explorer:
왘 Browse by Technology  Big Data  Applications Using Big Data 
Fraud Management

Leaders in the mining industry are strongly motivated to improve this
situation. They view ethical operations as essential not only to their
financial performance but also to their ongoing sustainability as organizations. Establishing an environment of integrity is seen as a basis for
attracting and retaining top talent and for enhancing the predictability of
financial performance. It is also a cornerstone of responsible operations.

Two industry-specific paths also take you to SAP Fraud Management:

Fortunately, there are now many opportunities for improvements in
fraud management beyond what was available in the stick-it-in-a-spreadsheet days. Fraud detection is not enough; the ACFE study showed that
schemes continued for a median of 18 months before being detected.
Thus, fraud management and fraud prevention are the true goals. Our
next section will outline an approach to achieving those goals using SAP
Fraud Management powered by SAP HANA.

As an example, Figure 10.2 shows the destination of the last path.

10.4

왘 Browse by Industry  Mining  Enterprise Risk and Compliance
Management  Fraud Management
왘 Browse by Industry  Mining  Big Data  Applications Using Big
Data  Fraud Management

Solution: Flexible Fraud Management
Using a High-Performance Appliance

In this section, we will explain which new approaches IB could use in
fraud management. Later on, Section 10.5.1 discusses how SAP HANA
can contribute to this.

10.4.1 Related Value Maps in SAP Solution Explorer
Affected processes
and industries

As mentioned before, fraud, corruption, or theft can affect all kinds of
functional areas within a business and therefore also a variety of business processes. Using SAP Fraud Management is therefore not limited to
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Value drivers

The solution-specific details on SAP Solution Explorer mention two possible value drivers:
왘 Reduce fraud-related financial loss
왘 Streamline labor-, cost-intensive fraud detection
From our perspective, there are a few other relevant factors; we will
return to these in Section 10.4.4.

10.4.2 Functional Requirements
Brainstorming
workshop with IB

Let us return to our scenario of the mining organization with multiple
sites, in which one site has shown an increase in the cost of supplies
when compared with two similar sites. After some initial research, IB has
organized an internal workshop, during the course of which six key
functional expectations of a new fraud-management solution that supports its detection and management of fraud cases have been defined.
For each of these six requirements, a short, high-level description has
been documented:

Solution: Flexible Fraud Management Using a High-Performance Appliance

although IB would like the new system to come with certain predefined rules they also want to go one step further in the future. They
expect their new solution to learn from historical cases of fraud. In
other words, the system should be seeded with dozens, possibly hundreds, of cases of proven and disproven fraud. Based on that information, the solution can compare any new cases with those same patterns and detect similarities instantly. Furthermore, it can be taught
different scenarios for different business situations.
To reduce false positives to an absolute minimum and to also avoid
false negatives (that is, real cases of fraud remaining undiscovered), as
much data as possible should be taken into account in the course of
the evaluation process. Such data could be not only transactionrelated but could also refer to the environment in which a transaction
might take place.
For example, a pattern of multiple purchase orders in small quantities
to small businesses within 50 miles of a mine site might be indicative
of proven fraud cases for a mine site in North America. However, a
similar pattern might be normal business behavior for mine sites in
South Africa, so investigators can tailor alerts to be sensitive to the
particular circumstances of each individual data point.

왘 Replicate data
A key disadvantage of the current processes within IB is that data are
entered and then imported into spreadsheets manually. For the
future, management at IB want a system that can pick up all data relevant for fraud management from SAP ERP or other operational
(OLTP) systems and replicate them in an in-memory database in real
time. This not only reduces the opportunity for errors introduced by
manual copying but also opens up the opportunity for much more
extensive data sources to be cataloged. Furthermore, keeping the link
to source documents will also make it a lot easier to produce the evidence needed for criminal charges.

왘 Clearly visible status
Once the system is in place, risk-management executives should start
the day with a simple glance at their dashboards. Such dashboards are
intended to display alerts on active cases as well as on new suspicious
patterns automatically detected by the system. In other words, there
is no need to wait for a tip-off or for a red flag from finance or for a
concern to filter down from executive management. Instead, the system is on constant lookout for concerning patterns.

왘 Use existing experience
Investigators and auditors within IB have always learned from past
experience, and they have also used their knowledge from earlier
cases in current investigations. But the inventory of experience-based
knowledge was usually limited to experiences from the specific investigator himself. Tapping into that knowledge was based upon intuition rather than on a certain systematic approach. Therefore,

The dashboard should visually differentiate between cases initiated
by a tip-off versus those identified through application of the analytical rules. It should also provide a rating and risk value for each alert,
which serves as an indication of the likelihood of fraud and the
amount of business risk and financial loss posed by the particular
case; furthermore, the dashboard would identify the suspected type of
fraud—for example, conflict of interest, billing, expense reimburse-
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ment, and so forth—which can be helpful when assigning investigative resources.
In our particular scenario, the increased costs at the mine site with IB,
this could mean that a problem will not have to wait to be discovered
in quarterly reporting; instead, the dashboard would display an alert
almost immediately after the cost increase information was available
within the various datasets (presuming that the rise in extraction costs
matches historical fraud patterns and that data are replicated in real
time). This allows for timely allocation of a skilled investigative
resource.
왘 Support investigation process
The system should support investigators in both detecting fraud and
managing reported cases of suspected fraud. For the latter, IB’s management is looking at the following functionality:
왘 Support auditors with further case-specific analyses (for example:
why has this specific alert been triggered?)
왘 Monitor the investigation process (workflow management)

Solution: Flexible Fraud Management Using a High-Performance Appliance

10.4

왘 Predict fraud
The icing on the cake would be a function via which the system is not
only able to detect embezzlement when it occurs but can even be in a
position to predict it, very much like crimes in the movie Minory
Report are predicted and prevented.
If that were possible, risk managers would be in the position to recognize suspicious behavioral patterns before any kind of fraud could
take place and cause harm.
With that ability, IB could prevent financial loss, and even dangers to
people’s lives and limbs, in advance. Thus, IB, its employees, and
other affected stakeholders would remain untroubled by the (potentially life-threatening) impacts of criminal activities. Such considerations will, however, also lead us to complicated ethical, political, and
legal issues. Whenever we talk about big data, encountering these
issues becomes almost unavoidable; resolving these issues, however,
goes far beyond the scope of this chapter and even this book, and so
we are not going to discuss fraud prediction any further.

왘 Automatically trigger events in operational systems (such as payment blocks)

10.4.3 Building Blocks of the Solution

왘 Document cases (to support criminal and civil proceedings and to
reuse this information in the system’s future learning cycles)

The building blocks of our solution correspond to the functional requirements, as defined in the previous section.

왘 Improve related internal processes
왘 Evaluate cases
The majority of risk management organizations are engaged in a constant process of prioritization. It is not possible to investigate every
suspicious activity or delve deeply into every tip-off. Nevertheless,
uncovering fraud that has already taken place is far more costly than
identifying, and stopping, fraud in real time. It is far more difficult to
recover stolen goods from a thief than to prevent the thief from
receiving the goods in the first place.
Therefore, it is desirable to set up a system of alerts that allow for customizable weighting factors and thresholds and that can prioritize
cases for investigation to help allocate resources efficiently to where
they are most urgently needed.
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Replicate Data
Static rules have clearly defined input parameters that do not change
over time, so for these rules only these input parameters need to be replicated into your fraud-management solution. However, when identifying new patterns you will (by definition) not know which parameters are
suitable as input for early indicators, which means that you may want to
obtain more rather than less data from products for data generation
(such as your ERP system).
Ultimately, all of the data that exists in all your systems might be relevant for detecting fraud, and how can you select the right values at such
an early stage? Consequently, you will need a relatively powerful solution for data logistics. Whether or not this solution is also meant to clean
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or transform data (instead of just fetching or receiving them) depends on
the homogeneity and the quality of the data within your SAP or non-SAP
source systems.

Use Existing Experience
Develop new
models

Quantify
dependencies

Monitoring models

If you are using empirical data to identify new patterns, then you are trying to detect, define, and monitor dependencies, much like in Chapter 5.
In other words, you are trying to find links, develop models that are
based upon these links, and continuously monitor/improve/refine these
models.
As an example, by analyzing records related to known incidents of fraud
compared with clean transactions, you may be able to discover that there
is a strong correlation between fraud and certain patterns. You may find
that a pattern of abnormal fuel consumption at an IB site is typically
related to theft of diesel. Although onsite personnel had assumed that
the excessive consumption was due to equipment being in need of maintenance, which is itself a problem in need of rectification, in fact the fuel
was being siphoned off for sale on the black market. As a result, when it
comes to serving this specific business requirement, more or less the
same algorithms as discussed under "Modeling Dependencies" in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.3 of our travel costs scenario can be applied, which is
why we will not take you through these algorithms for a second time.
In addition to developing models, the models themselves also need to be
monitored. In Chapter 4, we looked at monitoring models. If you would
like to go beyond simply monitoring them and also improve your
assumptions while monitoring, then you might want to consider
approaches from Bayesian inference.
Bayesian Inference
Bayesian inference is a term encompassing tools and algorithms used to
improve estimates about a population in a step-by-step process. Starting with
reasonable assumptions about that population (for example, about the age
structure of your customers), you revise and thus improve those estimates on
the basis of new evidence from samples or observations (for example, with
each new customer who enters your shop).
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Clearly Visualize Status
Reports from fraud management will probably have a number of
recipients:
왘 Managers
Mangers (in risk management as well as in other areas) will need an
overview in terms of fraud. They might be anxious about answers to
the following questions:
왘 How many cases of suspected fraud are there or were there (status,
course, trends, etc.)?
왘 How much money is or was at stake (status, course, trends, etc.)?
왘 Which areas of the business were affected and how intensely (status, course, trends, etc.)?
왘 What kind of difference did possible measures make?
왘 Which new patterns were discovered by the system?
왘 What is the performance of the solution like? How long does it take
to detect fraud, and how many false positives are there (status,
course, trends, etc.)?
왘 Investigators/auditors
Although investigators might also be interested in the questions listed
for managers, they would probably want to see more detailed information:
왘 How (that is, based upon which predefined or automatically generated rule) has a case of suspected fraud been detected?
왘 How likely is fraud in a specific case (fraud probability, fraud rating, or fraud score)?
왘 Are there any comparable historical cases? In what way were they
similar? What can we learn from them?
왘 How much money is at stake in each case?
왘 Which kind of fraud (conflict of interest, overinvoicing, irregularities
with travel expenses, bribery, etc.) might have been detected in a
specific case? This question becomes important when considering
further investigations or getting the authorities involved.
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왘 How much progress has been made in terms of researching each
individual case?

realm of SAP GRC). To trigger events in other (operational) systems, suitable interfaces are required.

왘 Which immediate measures (such as payment blocks in an ERP system or other measures in SAP Process Control) have been taken?

Evaluate Cases

왘 Which documents are available in other systems?
왘 Other parties
A couple of other parties within the organization might be interested
in certain sections of the reports mentioned previously:
왘 Subordinates of the CFO (mainly in controlling) need to know more
about the financial impact of fraud in the past, present, or future.
왘 Managers of certain departments or functional areas (for example,
in purchasing) need information about the volume of fraudulent
activities in their specific areas and about patterns they should
keep a closer eye on.
왘 Experts within the legal department would like to ensure that the
company has taken timely and adequate action against irregularities that may later trigger high-compensation claims (exploding
coffee machines and collapsing mine entrances, for example).

Evaluating cases deals with determining fraud scores (which we mentioned earlier; see "Clearly Visualize Status"). Fraud scores might reflect
probabilities, potential amounts of loss (money at stake), threshold values, nominal factors (for example, is injury to persons possible, yes or
no), or combinations of all these parameters. In general, there are many
so-called scoring algorithms in a variety of subject areas (for example,
credit scoring or medical scoring).

Scoring systems
used for evaluation

Scoring
Scoring is the summarizing of a number of cardinal, ordinal, and/or nominal
values, using algorithms to generate one single figure, the score. Such scores
are then used to make decisions (for example, should a company grant a loan,
yes or no). Because scoring is very similar to modeling, the quality and performance of scoring algorithms can be monitored by using the approaches
described in Chapter 4.
With scoring, you often run into three problems:

Report hierarchy
or report network

Mobile user
interfaces

Therefore, reporting in fraud management will not have to deal with
only one report but with a portfolio of reports. Ideally, all of these dashboards need to be mutually consistent; there should also be functions
that allow users to jump from one dashboard into another one or from
summary reports into detailed lists and vice versa. All reports should be
simple and easy to use; the portfolio of reports could be presented hierarchically (in the form of a reporting tree) or as a web of equivalent
reports (that is, as a network of reports).

왘 You are summarizing individual values that—strictly speaking—cannot be

Managers and investigators often travel; hence, all relevant reports
should also be accessible from mobile devices. Considering the diversity
of mobile user interfaces today, it seems sensible to use open standards
that make sense for desktop and mobile devices (HTML5).

place might utterly fail elsewhere or even on the very next day. In military
healthcare, for example, the chances of recovery from a bullet wound in a
warm and humid tropical climate are very different from the chances of
recovery in the Antarctic. Scoring systems are used in these situations to
determine which patient to treat first.

summarized at all; aggregating, for example, cardinal and nominal values is
like comparing apples and oranges. Clearly, such an approach has its drawbacks.

왘 When aggregating values, you (by definition) lose detail. Furthermore, you
are either forcefully quantifying or ignoring qualitative, nonquantifiable
facts, which means that your decisions are (at best) based upon a fraction
of the information you were provided with.

왘 A scoring algorithm that has produced excellent results at a certain time or

Support Investigation Process
Integration
with workflow
management

Dashboards are not only meant to list or visualize the status of individual
cases; they should also be fully integrated with workflow solutions (such
as SAP Process Control, SAP Audit Management, or other products in the
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Predict Fraud
Looking into the future also means using models, but instead of trying to
quantify the dependency of simultaneous events, you are working with
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time offsets. At a certain point in time (let’s call it t), you would like to
know which effect observations you are making now (at t) or have made
in the past (at t – x) might have on certain parameters in the future (at t
+ y). The higher x and y become, the more difficult and unsafe such predictions tend to be (just think of the weather forecast).
Building time-shifted models is not so different from building ones without time shifts, which is why you may want to return to the methods and
algorithms discussed in Chapter 5. In addition, there are some statistical
approaches that focus on analyzing time-dependent observations (called
time-series analysis or time-series forecasting; we briefly mentioned timeseries analysis in Chapter 1, Section 1.1.2).

10.4.4 Potential Benefits and Value Drivers
Effort and gain

Personal injury and
environmental
damage

Some of the classic and generic value drivers we discussed in Chapter 1,
Section 1.4.3—that is, expenses/income and uncertainty—also loom
large with fraudulent activities. Expenditures can be related to the value
of stolen goods or to excessive purchase prices but also to costs caused
by detecting, investigating, documenting, or prosecuting cases of suspected fraud. Income could be affected if, for example, losses occur
because products or used equipment are being sold well below their
market value.
In cases of fraud, however, there are two further substantial risks:
왘 Personal injury and insurance premiums
We have already pointed out that embezzlement, theft, or corruption
can lead to personal injury. In turn, this leads to potential compensation claims that, if they can be mitigated at all, can only be handled by
paying high insurance premiums.
왘 Environmental damage and insurance premiums
Environmental damage is something that may always lurk—especially
in heavy industries. Such environmental damage can easily reach levels that threaten a company’s very existence; even worse, employees
at all hierarchical levels might be exposed to the risk of criminal investigations in countries whose legal standards are, at best, questionable.
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On top of expenses/income and uncertainty—for example, in mining—
other generic value drivers related to the perceptions, expectations, and
preferences of shareholders and stakeholders might come into the play:
왘 Reputation
Many companies in heavy industries are concerned about their reputations. Time and time again, raw materials or mining conglomerates
come under criticism due to degrading labor conditions, adverse
effects on the environment, or the provenance of their products.
Think of all the oil spill disasters, such as the one in the Gulf, or of
nuclear disasters, such as the ones at Chernobyl or Fukushima, or of
the term blood diamonds and the related movie starring Leonardo
DiCaprio.
As we explained in Chapter 1, Section 1.4.3, under “The Shareholders’ Perceptions, Expectations, and Preferences,” public perception of
a business could well have an impact on its shareholder value. On top
of that, major buyers are trying to protect their own reputations and
are therefore starting to pay more and more attention to certain minimum standards within their supply chains. The standing of a company like IB (which delivers iron ore to steel mills and therefore indirectly to the automotive industry) can therefore come under pressure
if customers in downstream markets raise their standards. In the age
of the Internet and Twitter, the global public might learn about misdoings within minutes (forcing you or your customers to spend a lot
of money to fix problems that could have been prevented with much
less effort).
왘 Employee satisfaction
It is obvious that the morale of your employees will suffer from false
accusations related to fraud. By triggering fewer false positives, you
are also reducing this risk and the resulting negative effects on value
creation.
Figure 10.3 provides you with an overview of all of these value drivers.
Neither the business processes in which cases of fraud might occur nor
detecting or investigating fraud is entirely new, which is why we have
put all value drivers into the matrix’s left-hand column. The types of
insights big data applications can come up with regarding fraud are also
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not revolutionary (which is why we have not put any of the value drivers
into the first line of the matrix). However, with SAP Fraud Management
and/or SAP HANA, you are able to gain these insights faster, with higher
quality and fewer false positives and false negatives, and while investing
less time and effort.
How?

New
Insights

Better
Decisions

Sophisticated
Tools

Acting
Faster



Expenses to Detect
and to Examine Fraud



Reputation



Employee Satisfaction



Expenses/Lost Income
due to Fraud



Expenses to Detect
and to Examine Fraud



Expenses for Injury
to Persons



Expenses for
Environmental Damage



Reputation

Existing Processes

Heterogeneous
data sources

The app scenario is therefore the most common architecture variant for
SAP Fraud Management (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1). If SAP Business
Suite on SAP HANA is being used, then some replication processes will
not apply, leading to a hybrid scenario that is a combination of the app
scenario and the SAP Business Suite on SAP HANA scenario. Apart from
the omission of replication for some data, there are no substantial differences between the app scenario and a hybrid one, which is why in this
chapter we are focusing on the app scenario (refer back to Chapter 8, Figure 8.6).

App scenario
fits best

There is value in detecting fraudulent activities as soon as possible. We
have emphasized this a couple of times. Nevertheless, in fraud management we are normally not talking about an event-oriented real-time process (except perhaps for financial transactions, such as credit card fraud).
Hence, real-time data acquisition is of minor importance for classic
fraud-management processes (such as the one for IB that we are using as
an example in this chapter).

New Processes

Where?

Implementation Scenario and Data Architecture
with SAP HANA

Apart from data that are sent to workflow solutions or ERP systems (for
example, to block payments), fraud management mainly deals with analyzing data that were received (that is, replicated) from somewhere else.
If the majority of data processed in fraud management originates from
applications that are part of SAP Business Suite (and if SAP Business Suite
is running on SAP HANA as well), such data do not have to be replicated,
but even then analysis in fraud management usually also relies on complementary data from non-SAP sources or local files.
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Databases

Figure 10.3 Fraud Management Benefit–Value Driver Matrix

10.5

10.5

In most cases, the data needed for analysis will come from classic relational databases. These databases may belong to SAP solutions or nonSAP applications, or they may represent local data that were collected by
investigators. In the future, unstructured data will become more important. If relationships between purchasing managers and suppliers are to
be checked, then data from social networks could be useful (we will not
examine any legal aspects in this context). Hence, graph databases (special databases that are used to store relationships such as links between
people in social networks) might come into play. Analyzing in detail
what relevant data might look like is not part of our solution, however.
We simply assume that all data required for IB’s fraud management system are available in a form that allows for replication into SAP HANA.

Relational
databases

Depending on where required data come from and whether and how
they have to be preprocessed, different ETL tools could be used. We
have provided you with examples of such tools in Chapter 2, Section
2.2.1, including the following:

Data acquisition
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왘 SAP Landscape Transformation Replication Server
왘 SAP Replication Server
왘 SAP Data Services
Note that data that are already stored in SAP HANA (either because they
belong to an SAP HANA-based SAP Business Suite or SAP BW system or
for any other reason) do not have to be replicated. To properly separate
the corresponding source objects from those required for SAP Fraud
Management, you might want to use views. Data that are not in SAP
HANA could be accessed in a similar way via virtual tables.

Products for Data Generation
How data are being generated determines whether we require a pure
app scenario or a hybrid scenario (app and SAP Business Suite on SAP
HANA). Apart from that, data generation is irrelevant for the (fraudmanagement) solution that is in the limelight in this chapter.

Products for Data Exploitation
SAP Fraud
Management

When it comes to exploiting/analyzing data, SAP Fraud Management
(running on SAP NetWeaver AS 7.4 as a platform) might be the product
of choice.
In addition, you may want to use some supplementary applications:
왘 SAP Predictive Analysis (PAL)
왘 Certain products developed by SAP InfiniteInsight, a company purchased by SAP in 2013 (InfiniteInsight Modeler, InfiniteInsight
Scorer, InfiniteInsight Factory, and so on)
As of the time of writing, SAP Fraud Management was shipped with
some 50 preconfigured rules that could be used to detect irregularities
straight away. This supply of rules covers different industries and processes and is continuously being extended; all of these rules are static,
however. Up to this point, SAP Fraud Management is not so different
from other products for fraud detection or prevention (such as, for
example, FirstStrike by APEX Analytics).
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In SAP Fraud Management, however, your portfolio of rules can be widened flexibly and (to a certain extent) even automatically. The latter is
made possible by using dependency-detection algorithms from SAP PAL
or InfiniteInsight Modeler to identify new patterns that might indicate
fraud.

10.5

Detection method
and detection
strategy

In addition, SAP PAL (for example, via its function SUBSTITUTE_MISSING_
VALUES) or another SAP InfiniteInsight product (InfiniteInsight Explorer,
for example) can support you in preparing your data for analysis.
Both the rules that were shipped and the new ones have the same value
and can be integrated into and processed by one single detection strategy. In SAP Fraud Management, detection strategies are used to pool socalled detection methods, which is SAP’s technical term for what we
casually called a rule in fraud management so far. Technically speaking,
detection methods are procedures that were implemented in SAP
HANA’s language, SQLScript, which means that those rules preconfigured by SAP are also detection methods with corresponding procedures.
Detection methods process individual detection objects and calculate a
score for each of them. Strictly between us, detection objects are nothing
but datasets that are meant to be checked in SAP Fraud Management—
for example, a subclaim of an insurance claim. In addition to the tools
explained in Chapter 4, scoring models and algorithms can be implemented, monitored, and enhanced by using InfiniteInsight Scorer or
InfiniteInsight Factory.

Detection objects

In case the functionalities of SAP PAL or InfiniteInsight Modeler don’t
fulfill all your needs, you could still use R (such as the packages arm or
bayesSurv for Bayesian inference). Even scoring algorithms can be built
using R; there are loads of detailed instructions for this on the Internet:
simply search for “R” and “scoring” for further information.

Supplementary
functionalities can
be implemented
in R

When it comes to passing on information (for example, regarding
required payment blocks) to ERP applications, SAP Fraud Management
provides you with a couple of SOA components. As of today, the corresponding functionality still has to be implemented by the customer.
Other interesting options in this setting (that is, the collaboration of SAP
Fraud Management and other SAP or non-SAP solutions) are decision
tables in SAP HANA (which can be used to control processes in an external application) or SAP Process Orchestration.
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Clients
Visualization
using SAP
BusinessObjects BI

In Section 10.4.3 (under "Clearly Visualize Status"), we emphasized the
importance of user interfaces in detecting, managing, and preventing
fraud. All standard reports in SAP Fraud Management are exclusively
based upon SAPUI5 and can therefore run without any components
from SAP BusinessObjects BI. Nevertheless, deploying SAP BusinessObjects BI may still make sense for you because:
왘 You should expect quite a few horizontal (content-related) and vertical
(level of detail) overlaps between the reporting requirements of your
various target groups. This suggests not looking at each report individually but instead feeding all reports from clearly defined, common
sources (such as universes created in the Information Design Tool).
왘 Remember that your (SAP or non-SAP) fraud management solution
needs to be embedded into a company-wide data architecture. Such
data architectures can be designed and managed using enterprise
information management tools from the SAP BusinessObjects BI suite
of products.
왘 At the very least, investigators should be in a position to quickly create ad hoc reports that satisfy special information requirements. SAP
BusinessObjects Web Intelligence or SAP Lumira are easy to use and
tailor-made for ad hoc reporting.

Developing
frontends using
SAPUI5

Figure 10.4 SAP Fraud Management: Home Screen

From the home screen, you could also jump to maintaining Detection
Strategies (left icon in the Detection group), maintaining Detection
Methods (right icon in the Detection group), or to a more detailed map
view, as shown in Figure 10.5 (via Alert Distribution).

Customers also are free to extend the portfolio provided by SAP by
developing their own SAPUI5/HTML5 reports.
Figure 10.4 and Figure 10.5 show two sample (standard) dashboards
from SAP Fraud Management.

Dashboards in
SAP Fraud
Management

In our example, the home screen shows the total number of all new,
open, and transferred alerts (All Alerts). Clicking on this tile takes you to
the Alert Worklist, the total number of all the new, open, transferred,
and closed alerts that have been or are currently assigned to you (My
Alerts). Clicking here again takes you to the Alert Worklist, the average
time it took to process an alert, the top 10 countries by risk value (Top 10
Countries by Risk Value), and the top 10 countries by number of alerts
(Top 10 Countries by Number of Alerts). Clicking on either one of the
top 10 lists will take you to the Executive Dashboard (see Figure 10.5).
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Figure 10.5 SAP Fraud Management: Executive Dashboard
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10.5.2 Data Architecture
Adaptive fraud
management

Figure 10.6 shows one possible data architecture framework for an adaptive fraud management system. The model shown will give you some
food for thought and help you develop ideas that are going to work in
your own business environment. Numerous videos and documents provided by SAP on the Internet explain how to set up, configure, and calibrate a system to detect suspicious transactions using SAP Fraud Management.
A step-by-step guide in the form of screen recordings can, for example,
be found on the SAP Community Network (SCN) (see the additional
resources in the book’s online appendix for the link). The videos show
how to build a solution that classifies purchase orders as suspicious if
there are major discrepancies among ordered, delivered, and invoiced
quantities. We are also going to use these examples to explain some distinctive features of our own data architecture proposal in Figure 10.6.

Features of our
data model
proposal

Detection
Strategies

Detection Method(s),
Detection Object(s),
Calibration

SQLScript

SQLScript
and SAP PAL
(e.g., C4.5)

SQLScript
and R

SQLScript

SQLScript

Procedures for
Detection Methods

Execute,
Map, Select,
Inform

Execute,
Map, Select,
Inform

Execute,
Map, Select,
Inform

Execute,
Map, Select,
Inform

Execute,
Map, Select,
Inform

Decision
Tables

Decision
Tables

Decision
Tables

Decision
Tables

Decision
Tables

SQLScript
and SAP PAL

SQLScript
and R

Decision Tables

Procedures for
Decision Tables

왘 Flexibility
Chapter 6 and Chapter 8 go into considerable depth about what an
adaptive and flexible architecture for a dynamic environment should
look like. When discussing these matters, we emphasized two properties:

Semantically
Neutral Layer

왘 Separation of content-related and semantically neutral metadata

Detection Method(s), Detection Object(s),
Calibration

Detection Methods/
Objects, Scores

There are two key differences between our approach and SAP’s example
(or many other similar examples on the Internet):

왘 Automatically generated data flows

Alerts

Alerting

Replicated Data

Data Sources

SQLScript

Tables

Tables

Views,
(Virtual)
Tables
SAP Business
Suite,
SAP BW

Tables

Non-SAP
OLTP

Other
Database

(ESP Studio
Plug-in)

Tables,
Network
Analysis

(Events)

Social
Networks
(Graphs)

By contrast, the example from SCN is designed as follows:
왘 The solution is based upon one static rule (detection method). The
only dynamic aspect of the approach lies in the fact that this rule is
parameterized: the percentage threshold, above which deviations
among ordered, delivered, and invoiced quantities are considered
suspicious, is defined as an input parameter and can therefore be
adapted if required or even automatically optimized (calibrated) by
the system.
왘 The whole data flow is developed and configured manually.
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Figure 10.6 Fraud Management Framework Data Architecture

왘 There is no separation of content-related and semantically neutral
metadata. Although ordered, delivered, and invoiced quantities are
probably identical in terms of their semantically neutral metadata,
they are treated as three totally different key figures (which means
that all three would have to be tackled in case of modifications—
for example, if changing the units of measurement).
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In the long run and particularly if you have a large number of detection methods and detection strategies, such an approach produces
nontransparent and cumbersome silo structures that look a lot like
the architectures that produce headaches for IT managers in data
warehousing and business intelligence today. In Figure 10.6, we propose an alternative extended model that contains a semantically neutral layer and uses decision tables in SAP HANA.
왘 Induction instead of deduction
In Chapter 5, Section 5.4, we laid out the disadvantages of a deductive
approach in data analysis. Furthermore, as an alternative, we have
provided options for implementing inductive techniques. In Chapter
7, we also stressed that assumptions about real facts (in that particular
case, customer behavior) must not simply be implied as given facts
and then modeled statically but rather should be determined empirically and implemented as rules that can change dynamically, automatically, and in real time.
In contrast to this, the example on SCN explains a rule for identifying
fishy orders on the basis of data but does not explain why the rule is
valid nor does it tell you how the algorithm behind the rule has been
developed.
How do you know that you should keep an eye on deviations among
ordered, delivered, and invoiced quantities? Perhaps order size is a
far better indicator for fraud? Perhaps there is a dependency among
all three parameters that can be put down in mathematical terms, and
perhaps each violation of that model (that is, each outlier) is superior
to percentage deviations when it comes to detecting fraudulent transactions.
Flexible data
model

Theoretically, one could create an unlimited number of detection methods and associate these with detection strategies, but that would cause
quite a bit of work for those who have to configure the system, and it
would lead to nothing but (manually!) taking stabs in the dark, hoping to
find something useful.
If you act in this way, then you will, at best, only tap into a subset of the
potential insights that big data or SAP HANA could provide you with.
Instead, we believe it makes more sense to design a flexible model right
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from the beginning. By applying a higher degree of abstraction, you can
cover a far greater search area when scanning your data for indicators of
fraud.
Our proposed architecture (as shown in Figure 10.6) consists of nine
sample layers, of which seven (all except the ones at the bottom and at
the top) are to be implemented in SAP HANA or SAP Fraud Management. In the following sections, we will provide you with a brief description of each layer.

Nine separate
layers in the data
model

Data Sources
We are assuming that IB’s SAP HANA environment is being fed with data
from SAP Business Suite, SAP BW, other ERP or OLTP solutions, any
other databases, local files, or social networks. Data from social networks can be useful when it comes to revealing relationships among purchasers, among suppliers, or among purchasers and suppliers.

Data from various
systems

Just in case it’s needed, we have also added an event-related data flow
(for example, for tweets); this data flow, however, has been put into
brackets, because we are not focusing on real-time solutions in this
chapter. Although SAP Fraud Management does offer such functions
(called online fraud detection), we assume that batch detection will suffice for our scenario. Online fraud detection with real-time event processing might, however, be required in other industries (such as financial services).

Replicated Data
Records from various data sources are replicated into SAP HANA using
the mechanisms described in Section 10.5.1. If SAP Fraud Management
requires data from SAP Business Suite or SAP BW running on SAP
HANA, then often such data do not have to be replicated. Instead, you
may just mirror them in views for fraud-management purposes. These
views might be structured in a slightly different way from your source
tables (using, for example, joins, as defined in Chapter 4, Section 4.5.2)
and might also only contain a selection subset of the records available
there.
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When accessing event-based data from SAP Event Stream Processor, the
ESP Studio Plug-in for SAP HANA will probably be your tool of choice.
This plug-in makes it possible to directly access data in SAP ESP from
SAP HANA Studio’s modeling environment. If data from social networks
are to be used, these data could be prepared, analyzed, or enriched
immediately before or after replicating them into SAP HANA. There are
tools for network data analysis in SAP Fraud Management (Network
Analysis) as well as in SAP PAL (the LINKPREDICTION function). As usual,
there are even more powerful (but also more demanding) tools in R (the
igraph package, for example).

Semantically Neutral Layer
Generating and
splitting off
metadata

We strive to look at data without prejudice and to split corresponding
metadata into content-related and semantically neutral categories, which
is why we have inserted a semantically neutral layer just above the one
containing replicated data. Our design is based upon the assumption that
IB possesses tools (such as metadata repositories) that allow the company
to store both content-related and semantically neutral data.
When entering the semantically neutral layer, data for key figures, such
as ordered quantity, delivered quantity, and invoiced quantity, are
stored in three identically structured tables or even within one and the
same table. Using an ID that is part of this table’s key, one could easily
determine which records belong to which key figure.

Destination:
metadata
repository

IDs in data records within the semantically neutral layer point to two
metadata-related destinations: three different records in the metadata
repository’s content-related section (describing the contents of the key
figures) and one single record in the metadata repository’s semantically
neutral section (representing the metadata object that describes the
[identical] mathematical properties—such as the scale levels—of these
key figures).

Implementation Scenario and Data Architecture with SAP HANA

왘 It resolutely segregates data from metadata, keeping only semantically
neutral data and storing content-related and semantically neutral
metadata in two separate areas of IB’s metadata repositories.

Procedures for Decision Tables
All of this leads once again to an extensive space of options (see Section
10.4.2). A big data solution can comb through this space in search of real
and meaningful dependencies.

Combing through
the space of
options

Once ETL processes have finished, the semantically neutral layer will
only contain semantically neutral data and will have swapped out content-related and semantically neutral metadata to IB’s metadata repositories. It is now time for a giant submersible mixer called inferential statistics to dip into the semantically neutral layer, creating confusion, chaos,
and panic among the data and thereby perhaps triggering a Darwinian
selection process that will breed the odd viable organism (that is, a detection method based on newly discovered dependencies).
Although this mixer can use the whole arsenal of algorithms (SQLScript,
SAP PAL, R, and any other third-party tools, which can be used in parallel or in combination) as discussed in Chapter 5 through Chapter 7 to
find dependencies, distinctive features, patterns, outliers, or relationships, it will have to stick to the restrictions defined by what is mathematically possible (that is, the restrictions specified by semantically neutral metadata in the metadata repositories). Gems found by stirring and
sifting this mess will enter the next layer (decision tables) and become
the basis for future decisions (in terms of detecting fraud).
To generate both the space of options and the decision tables within the
following layer, RDL might be used. SAP’s brand-new invention serves
as a metalanguage that can generate database objects from entity relationship models. RDL can be used for two purposes:

The semantically neutral layer therefore serves two purposes:

왘 It can automatically create the data structures and objects in SAP
HANA on which the arsenal of algorithms can run.

왘 It enriches raw data coming in from the layer underneath (replicated
data) by adding content-related and semantically neutral information.

왘 Once something has been detected, RDL can generate (and fill) resulting decision tables.
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Decision Tables
In Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2 and Chapter 7, Section 7.5 we touched on
decision tables, referring to them as one option for moving decision logic
from a product for data generation into SAP HANA. At the same time,
modeling decision logic within SAP HANA via decision tables (instead of
using relatively static and nontransparent procedures) is also an option
that helps increase flexibility.

Implementation Scenario and Data Architecture with SAP HANA
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activated, SAP HANA automatically generates a procedure to implement
its decision logic. In our data model, we are assuming that the contents
of decision tables are not maintained manually. Instead, the procedures
described in "Procedures for Decision Tables" are intended to provide us
with rules with which potential cases of fraud can be identified.
In return, this means that these procedures are expected to store the
results of their considerations in decision tables or—alternatively—in
statistical models, such as decision trees. In the first case, we are only
dealing with decision tables; in the second case, decision tables contain
links to models that are meant to be used.
If there is reason to believe that the behavior of suspects has changed, all
you need to do in our data model is restart the algorithms listed in "Procedures for Decision Tables" (you may as well let them run continuously
in the background) and thus update the contents of your decision tables.
All layers above the decision tables are not affected; in the worst case,
you may have to recalibrate your detection strategies (which can also be
automated). This makes the proposed data model extremely adaptive
while at the same time reducing the total costs of ownership (TCO).
How do you know whether the rules of the game have changed? Review
Chapter 4 to refresh your memory.

Procedures for Detection Methods
Figure 10.7 Decision Table in SAP HANA
Determine
customer classes/
groups

Decision rules
generated by
procedures

Decision table FRAUD_THRESHOLD in Figure 10.7 uses a company code
(BUKRS) and a distribution channel (VTWEG) from table CE1IDEA in Profitability Analysis (a component of SAP ERP) to determine customer class
KUKLA. This customer class might later be used as an input parameter of
a rule to detect suspicious transactions. Decision table FRAUD_THRESHOLD
could be filled/maintained manually or via procedures.
A decision table assigns Actions to a set of Conditions. Such conditions
might be values contained in another table’s fields or values that are calculated from the contents of such fields (Calculated Attributes). A decision table’s structure is defined under Output; its contents are maintained in the area on the left-hand side of the screen. Once the table is
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Detection methods in SAP Fraud Management are based upon procedures written in SQLScript. Depending on whether you would like to
use online or batch detection, different procedures are required:
왘 For online detection (detecting potential cases of fraud while processing transactions in your ERP solution), you need two procedures:
왘 Execution procedure
The execution procedure contains the core logic for detecting
cases of fraud. With the SCN example (related to purchasing),
the execution procedure would check whether deviations among
ordered, delivered, and invoiced quantity are higher than the
defined threshold.
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Online or batch
detection
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왘 Mapping procedure
The mapping procedure links the database (such as the transaction
data in product for data generation data) with the data required by
the execution procedure. It also makes sure that data needed by the
execution procedure are made available in the required format.
왘 With mass detection (detecting potential cases of fraud in batch), you
also need two procedures:
왘 Execution procedure
See online detection.
왘 Selection procedure
With online detection, you are always looking at one single detection object at a time, whereas with mass detection you need a
selection procedure to select the detection objects that need to be
checked by the execution procedure.
왘 If a detection method is meant to be used in both online and mass
detection, you will have to define all three procedures:
왘 An execution procedure
왘 A mapping procedure
왘 A selection procedure
왘 In addition to these, you can also (optionally) create an additional
information procedure and integrate that procedure into your detection method. Information procedures are used to determine additional values, such as the money at stake (what is your financial risk if
a certain transaction is fraudulent?).
The preceding considerations have shown that detection methods in SAP
Fraud Management are based upon two to four procedures written in
SQLScript. The special feature of our data model arises from the fact that
these procedures do not contain all the logic but instead use decision
tables maintained by other (pattern-detection) procedures. This leads to
a model that has the ability to learn (without human intervention),
which implies that we are also going a bit beyond the classic idea of the
learning organization, in which learning processes still require lengthy
changes to business processes and (potentially) endless discussions.
What we are after is learning systems instead. We all know that business
is often about the survival of the fittest (which in turn frequently means
the survival of the fastest learners).
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(Partially) Dynamic Detection Rules in SAP Standard
In SAP’s online help for SAP Fraud Management, you will find an example of
how detection methods can be made dynamic with very little effort. Just
search for the section titled “Predictive Models using the Predictive Analysis
Library (PAL).” The approach described there is based upon the option to
connect a detection method with a decision tree defined in SAP PAL. This
decision tree model can be retrained whenever required.
You may, however, find that our approach (which is not only based upon SAP
PAL decision tree algorithms but can theoretically use every statistical model
one can think of in SAP PAL, R, or other systems) is far more flexible. In SAP’s
standard approach, detection procedures might be parameterized; in our
approach, they are based upon decision tables that can contain dynamic links
to every kind of statistical model.

Detection Methods, Detection Objects, and Scores
As described in the previous section, detection methods largely consist
of a couple of procedures plus (procedure-related) input parameters that
determine the procedure’s behavior. A detection method reads the data
of detection objects (transactions to be checked) and returns a score—
that is, a figure that describes the probability of fraud for that specific
detection object. In that respect, our model does not differ from common standard approaches in SAP Fraud Management.

One score per
detection object

Detection Strategies
A detection strategy comprises several detection methods and therefore
needs to aggregate the scores delivered by every single one of them using
weighting factors. This leads to one overall score per detection object; if
this overall score exceeds a certain threshold it will trigger an alert.

Generating an
overall score

Detection strategies can be calibrated manually or automatically. Calibration serves three purposes:

Calibration

왘 Optimizing the input parameters of detection methods
왘 Fine-tuning weighting factors within detection strategies
왘 Determining threshold values
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To do this, a specific combination of input parameters, weighting factors, and threshold values is applied to historical data (for which cases of
fraud have been properly identified). On this basis, the system calculates
how many real cases of fraud would have been detected with these settings and how many false positives would have occurred. The objective
of calibration is to find those values that would have detected as many
real cases of fraud as possible while at the same time producing no more
than a few false alarms.
Maximum versus
desired detection
rates

Sometimes, instead of maximizing detection performance it might also
make sense to try to adjust the number of detected or suspected cases to
a certain level (and then use remaining optimization margins to reduce
the percentage of false positives); in the end, you only have a limited
number of investigators, and adapting the system’s sensitivity to your
needs might make more sense than being inundated with potential cases
of fraud.
Calibrating detection strategies is standard functionality in SAP Fraud
Management. Our data model does not differ from other approaches in
that respect. Even automated calibration (working a bit like the Solver
add-in in Microsoft Excel) is available in standard SAP.

Alerting
Investigators, managers, or auditors can be alerted via built-in reports
within SAP Fraud Management. Suspected cases of fraud can be checked
via the dashboards shown in Figure 10.4 and Figure 10.5. In addition,
there are other paths for the fraud team, such as the Alert Worklist.
Trigger activities
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(called Alerting) not only consists of reports but can also represent communication channels via which messages are sent to other applications.
In this chapter, we have tried to present a data model for fraud management. In comparison to common standard approaches, the model has
been extended to add extra flexibility and to use the new potentials of an
in-memory database like SAP HANA effectively.
Even without our attempt to broaden your horizons, SAP Fraud Management on SAP HANA will beat a lot of other products (using static rules)
in terms of flexibility and performance. Furthermore, even if you are not
trying to build a self-learning solution the simple fact that all relevant
data sit in one consistent SAP HANA database will open the door to analyzing your transactions (that is, your detection objects) using a variety
of instruments, such as SAP PAL or R, to (manually) develop new detection methods and detection strategies.
What we tried to convey, however, is that standard features, such as
automatically calibrating detection strategies, are only the tip of the iceberg. Once you are able to not only detect fraud in real time but also to
automatically have your rules adapted as you go along, fraud management becomes really tantalizing.
Sticking with the iceberg metaphor, if you do not want to get into maritime distress, then it might make sense to think about what might be
lurking below the surface. If you don’t, then your competitors might do
so before you.

Fraud management becomes even more efficient if—as a result of alerts
in SAP Fraud Management—activities can be triggered in other systems.
We previously mentioned payment blocks in products for data generation (ERP solutions). In online detection, SAP Fraud Management communicates with other applications via XML. Hence, products for data
generation (whether they come from SAP or not) can send XML requests
to SAP Fraud Management and will also get a response via XML. This
makes it possible to not only generate reports but also integrate systems
of whatever shape or form as clients. The top level in our data model
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